CAMERA

Harness

Camera Power Harness

USB2_5V
GND

Camera Data Harness

SENS0_1V8
SENS0_2V8
SENS0_D0
SENS0_D1
SENS0_D2
SENS0_D3
SENS0_D4
SENS0_D5
SENS0_D6
SENS0_D7
SENS0_PCLK
SENS0_CKOUT
SENS0_VSYNC
SENS0_HSYNC
TWI2_SDA
TWI2_SCK
MIPI_DSI_DN2
MIPI_DSI_DN0
PCMI_IN/LCD_EN(D28)

Camera interface

USB2_5V
GND

SENS0_1V8
SENS0_2V8
SENS0_D0
SENS0_D1
SENS0_D2
SENS0_D3
SENS0_D4
SENS0_D5
SENS0_D6
SENS0_D7
SENS0_PCLK
SENS0_CKOUT
SENS0_VSYNC
SENS0_HSYNC
MIPI_DSI_DN2
MIPI_DSI_DN0
PCMI_IN/LCD_EN(D28)

TWI2_SDA
TWI2_SCK
PCMI_IN/LCD_EN(D28)

**Power Sheet**

---

**Para LCD/RTC/EXT IO**

---

**Para USB2.0*2/Camera**

---

**Para USB3.0**
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